THE BANDURA CYBER MSSP PARTNER PROGRAM
THREAT INTELLIGENCE-DRIVEN PROTECTION
The Bandura Cyber Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP)
Partner program enables MSSPs to offer an easy-to-deploy,
automated managed threat intelligence gateway service that
increases MSSP revenue opportunities, improves margins, and
enables increased value-add and differentiation for your services.

DELIVER AUTOMATED & ACTIONABLE THREAT
INTELLIGENCE-AS-A-SERVICE

WHY PARTNER WITH BANDURA
CYBER?
 Increase customers’ network defenses by offering
a differentiated Managed Threat Intelligence Gateway
(TIG) service powered by the Bandura Cyber TIG.
 Increase your revenue opportunities with a turnkey,
automated Threat Intelligence solution that’s easy to
deploy and delivers powerful out-of-box value.
 Easy deployment and central management of largescale, distributed Bandura Cyber TIG deployments
through a multi-tenant, cloud-based managment
console.
 Improve service delivery and margins by increasing
security operation effectiveness & efficiency via alert
reduction, automation of manual workloads, and
automated blocking through integrations with SOC
tools like SIEMs.

 Turnkey “Out of the Box” Access to Massive Volumes of

Threat Intelligence from multiple sources, including leading
commercial sources, open source, industry, and government,
arming IT and security teams with comprehensive, up-to-date,
actionable threat intelligence feeds. Block by reputation,
blacklist, GEO-IP, and/or organization (based on ASN).
 Aggregates & Automates Threat Intelligence from any

source with the Bandura Cyber TIG providing a central
aggregation point for multiple sources of threat intelligence
that easily be managed and analyzed. Easily integrate threat
intelligence using an open API or STIX/TAXII. Threat feeds
automatically updated in real time reducing manual workload
and security coverage gaps.
 Take Scalable & Automated Action by using threat intelligence

to proactively block inbound and outbound connections
to malicious IPs and domains. Filter traffic against over 150
million unique IPs and domain indicators without performance
degradation. Automation reduces the need to manually maintain
dynamic blacklists, ACLs, and firewall rules. Integration with
SIEMs, TIPs, SOAR, and other SOC tools enables automated
response.

 Complements and increases the value of existing
services including managed firewall, IDS/IPS, threat
intelligence, and monitoring services

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS











Attractive product discounts
White label/OEM options
Flexible billing terms
Deal Registration
Dedicated Account Manager
Dedicated Partner Portal
Sales and Technical Training
Demo (NFR) Equipment Discount
Product & Marketing Collateral
Joint Marketing Initiatives
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Automated and Actionable Threat Intelligence

SIMPLE, AUTOMATED, POWERFUL, THREAT INTELLIGENCE
SOLUTION

The Bandura Cyber Threat Intelligence Gateway (TIG) is a threat
intelligence solution that aggregates, automates, and operationalizes
massive amounts of threat intelligence to block known threats and
unwanted traffic from your customers networks. The Bandura Cyber
TIG provides MSSP customers with an additional layer of security
while providing MSSPs with a differentiated service offering that
enhances revenue opportunities and increases the efficiency of
security operations.
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